RULES OF CONDUCT AND ADMITTANCE FOR SPECTATORS AT INTERNATIONAL MATCHES ORGANISED
BY THE SWEDISH FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION


If requested to, spectators wishing to enter the Stadium must accept to be strip searched



It is not allowed to bring alcohol or any other drugs in to the Stadium



It is not allowed to bring weapons or other dangerous items, including but not limited to laser pointers



It is not allowed to bring any pyrotechnical items or flammable fluids in to the Stadium



So called vuvuzelas are not allowed inside the Stadium



A person who is under the influence of alcohol orany other drugs or is wearing clothes with text or symbols that
expresses contempt for an ethnic group or other group of persons with avocation to sex, color of skin, nationality
or ethnic background, linguistic or religious belonging, disabilities, sexual orientation, age or other factor to a
certain person, are not allowed to enter the Stadium



It is not allowed to bring flags, banners or other items with text or symbol that expresses contempt for an ethnic
group or other group of persons with avocation to sex, color of skin, nationality or ethnic background, linguistic or
religious belonging, disabilities, sexual orientation, age or other factor to a certain person



Spectators are not allowedto cover their whole face or part of it in a way that hampers identification



It is not allowed to throw any items inside the Stadium, except for when reasonably justified



It is not allowed to enter the pitch or any adjacent areas



Smoking is prohibited in the entire StadiumRecordning and transmitting audio or audio visual images from the
Stadium is only allowed if permission has been granted by theorganiser. The same applies to continuous text
reporting via Internet or other medium and for all kind of resultreporting in commercially purpose



CCTV monitoring is used in the Stadium for safety reasons



Spectators who are violating these rules may be evicted from the Stadium, and may be suspended from all other
upcoming matches at the Stadium. Depending on the violation, a spectator may be reported to a public
prosecutor in accordance with Swedish law



The Swedish FA is allowed to move spectators from one stand to another to maintain the order and security at
the Stadium



It is not allowed to bring bags to the Stadium that are larger than 30x30x18 cm



In addition to the above rules, the organiser has the right to deny spectators to bring in objects that are
considered bulky or that may otherwise compromise the security inside the Stadium

